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eFigure 1. Left Eye of Patient 10 With Collateral Vessels Following a superotemporal Branch Retinal Vein 
Occlusion  

eFigure 2.  Topcon Triton Imaging of Patient 10 With Collateral Vessels Following a Superotemporal Branch 
Retinal Vein Occlusion in the Left  

eFigure 3.  Dense B-scan OCTA (DB OCTA) En Face  
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eFigure 2. 

eFigure 1. Left eye of patient 10 with collateral 
vessels following a superotemporal branch retinal vein 
occlusion (BRVO). Top Left. Color photograph 
illustrates the presence of collateral vessels 12 
months following presentation. Top Right. Red-free 
photograph shows a magnified view of the collateral 
vessels. Second Row Left and Right. 6 x 6 mm en 
face optical coherence tomography (OCTA) images 
(Optovue) with segmentation of the SVP and DVC 
respectively illustrate reduced flow density at each 
level and collaterals only in the DVC. Third Row 
Right and Left. En face structural OCT through the 
SVP (Left) and DVC (Right) show collateral vessels 
exclusively in the DVC. Horizontal (green) raster lines 
correspond to B-scan segments through the SVP 
(Fourth Row) and DVC (Fifth Row) with vertical (red) 
raster lines corresponding to a collateral vessel and 
highlight its location in the DVC from both en face and 
B-scan perspectives. Fourth and Fifth Rows. Green 
lines in B-scan segments demonstrate segmentation 
boundaries for the SVP and DVC respectively with red 
flow overlay. Bottom, row left. En face OCTA image 
with color coding of the SVP (white) and DVC 
(magenta) show the course of collaterals between the 
2 vascular plexuses. Bottom row center and right. 
Projection resolved stereo image pair depicting a 3D 
rendering of SVP (yellow) and DVC (orange) 
illustrating the location of collateral vessels in the 
DVC. 
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eFigure 2. Topcon Triton imaging of patient 10 with collateral vessels following a superotemporal branch retinal vein occlusion in the left eye. Top and 
Second rows. En face optical coherence tomography (OCTA) (top) and structural OCT (second row) of the superficial vascular plexus (SVP) (Left) 
and deep vascular complex (DVC) (Right) show collateral confined to the DVC confirming findings illustrated with the Optovue system (see Figure 4). 
Horizontal (green) raster lines correspond to B-scan segments through the SVP (Third Row) and DVC (Bottom Row) with vertical (red) raster lines 
corresponding to the same collateral vessel as Figure 4 and confirm its location in the DVC from both en face and B-scan perspectives. Third and 
Bottom rows. OCT B-scans with red and magenta flow overlay illustrate the SVP segmentation boundaries (red lines) and DVC segmentation 
boundaries (green lines). 
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eFigure 3 

 

 
 
eFigure 3. Dense B-scan OCTA (DB OCTA) en face images with segmentation of the SVP and DVC respectively, illustrate flow deficits in the SVP and 
collaterals confined to the DVC. The en face image of the DVC has been processed with a projection removal algorithm. Bottom Row. DB OCTA B-
scan demonstrating DVC segmentation (red lines). 
 


